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With the exponential improvement of software technology during the past decade, many efforts have been made to design remote and personalized healthcare applications. Many of these applications are built on mobile devices connected to the cloud. Although appealing, however, prototyping and validating the feasibility of an application-level idea is yet challenging without a solid understanding of the cloud, mobile, and the interconnectivity infrastructure. In this paper, we provide a solution to this by proposing a framework called HealthNode, which is a general-purpose framework for developing healthcare applications on cloud platforms using Node.js. To fully exploit the potential of Node.js when developing cloud applications, we focus on the fact that the implementation process should be eased. HealthNode presents an explicit guideline while supporting necessary features to achieve quick and expandable cloud-based healthcare applications. A case study applying HealthNode to various real-world health applications suggests that HealthNode can express architectural structure effectively within an implementation and that the proposed platform can support system understanding and software evolution.

1. Introduction

The advancement of Internet of Things (IoT) applications has allowed various data points collected from a large number of heterogeneous devices to be gathered in a single repository for application development. Naturally, the distributed nature of these systems concentrates on the cloud infrastructure for achieving novel application designs with the support of integrated data processing and effective resource management.

In particular, healthcare-related IoT applications have developed to the point where it not only preserves the safety and health of individuals but also improves how physicians deliver care. Using smart and mobile devices, healthcare IoT allows the delivery of valuable data to users and lessens the need for direct patient-physician interaction.

Despite their attractiveness, however, implementing such cloud-based applications is not in any way trivial. This is especially true for a large number of nontechnical researchers in the healthcare domain. While health and IoT domains are being revolutionized in convergence, designing an effective cloud application asks the researchers to know various technical domains from the server operation, local and web-application languages, to data communication protocols. For example, for efficient web development, developers typically require knowledge of up to five different programming languages, such as JavaScript, HTML, CSS, a server-side language such as PHP, and SQL.

For overcoming these challenges, a recently introduced software platform called Node.js [1] has gained a significant amount of traction in the developer communities. Specifically, Node.js is a scalable single-threaded server-side JavaScript environment implemented in C and C++ [2]. Developers can build scalable servers without using threading but rather by using a simplified model of event-driven programming that uses callbacks to signal the completion of a task [3]. Owing to its simplicity, industry leaders such as Microsoft [4], IBM [5], Netflix [6], PayPal [7], and Walmart [8] have integrated the...
support of Node.js into their cloud platforms. Notwithstanding the recent developments, Node.js’s approach in developing web applications has made it an attractive alternative to more traditional platforms such as Apache + PHP and Nginx servers.

One of the many benefits of using Node.js is its architecture that makes it easy to use as an expressive, functional language for server-side programming [9]. Although it may be trivial to perform development in Node.js once a developer fully comprehends the language, there are many obstacles prior to being able to implement real cloud-based applications for beginners. For example, Node.js requires multiple initialization steps, such as the configuration of the HTTP package and route.js, which guides where the request is routed. Due to the framework being relatively young and the software yet reaching maturity, developers still face the lack of documentation support and can face troubles in receiving support from the development community.

To the best of our knowledge, there has not yet been a Node.js software design or implementations guideline documentation, where developers are influenced to create well-structured healthcare applications. Nevertheless, for software developers, the fact that organizing the program design with solid boundaries is crucial in a successful real-world deployment. Designing an ad hoc model will stimulate logical complexity and cause difficulties in maintaining and updating the application over time. Moreover, without a sturdy guideline documentation, it takes a significant amount of time and needless effort even to configure the primary application development environment.

In this paper, we present a practical solution for implementing cloud-based healthcare applications by providing a framework called HealthNode, which consists of (1) a software design and (2) essential APIs and implementation guidelines for prototyping. We specifically emphasize on healthcare applications rather than other types of applications because Node.js is capable of supporting the complex requirements that healthcare applications ask, which are the needs to support multiple patient-doctor connections, exchange medical data with a unified language and data format, and allow reusability of the developed medical components. Nevertheless, we put as one of our future work to expand HealthNode to be applicable for other applications.

To simplify the use of Node.js, our software design helps developers to easily observe data flow, create modules, and add in functions even without detailed descriptions, which Node.js lacks. We use a top-down approach that structures our software design with a hierarchy of modules and a divide-and-concur approach that organizes the tasks for each module. The top-down approach helps developers to observe application flow from the main module, which acts as the main class in Java, to other submodules in a top-down manner. It is essentially the breaking down of the application development to gain insight into its compositional sub-modules. The divide-and-concur approach breaks down each module into submodules that specify target tasks for each module. This tactic also enables multiple developers to work on different portions of the application simultaneously.

To guide the development of cloud-based healthcare applications using Node.js, we provide APIs and a guideline that constructs the skeleton of essential components within the implementation. We focus primarily on the back end of the server, which contains the core operational functions. Our envision is that HealthNode would overall influence in developing cloud-based healthcare applications.

The contributions of this work can be summarized in three-fold:

(i) A software design that tackles the challenges of maintaining and updating cloud applications developed using Node.js. This design layout will support the resulting application to comprise well-defined, independent components which lead to better maintainability. In addition, new capabilities can be added to the application without major changes to the underlying architecture.

(ii) APIs and implementation guideline that provides explicit, but straightforward instructions for developing general-purpose Node.js prototype. This guideline instructs how to (1) create prototypes by using a limited set of APIs, (2) divide modules and organize function, (3) allow a client communicate to a server, (4) utilize cloud application database, and (5) handle uploading and downloading files. Through this guideline, developers can focus on implementing application logic.

(iii) Examples of healthcare application that open the possibilities for a new structure of healthcare to be developed. Our software design and guideline can be the basis for developing a variety of cloud-based healthcare applications. We provide examples of systems that can be enabled by our work.

In Section 2, we discuss some of the technical challenges of implementing cloud applications using Node.js. We introduce the overall structure of Node.js architecture, libraries, modules, and functions that make up Node.js applications, as well as HealthNode’s software design in Section 3. In Section 4, we present our guideline that instructs the implementation procedures for developing cloud-based healthcare applications and introduce couple potential applications where our work can be applied in Section 5. Finally, we position our work among others in Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. Challenges

Technically, for developing a cloud-based healthcare application using Node.js, there are many materials both online and offline for users to easily get a start on building a software environment. However, based on our experiences, the level of these tutorials mostly remains in the beginner level, and due to its relatively new life cycle, it is fairly difficult to identify the information required to perform more advanced tasks. Furthermore, practical troubles that typically arise within this development phase include the lack of (1) a formal software structure, (2) fundamental
2.3. Maintainability and Extensibility. In designing the back end of a cloud application using Node.js, existing tutorials often promote examples using only a single module containing all the possible functions, regardless of system design. Using a single module limits the tasks to be distributed to other modules and therefore diminishes advantages of designing an organized implementation. Although Node.js supports building a hierarchy of multiple modules, ad hoc plans of software structuring at the hierarchy level can cause increased logical complexity without solid boundaries between heterogeneous modules. Moreover, to maintain and update applications efficiently, proper documentation is essential. However, documenting within a single module or multiple ad hocly planned modules can add additional burden to the code review process. To support these issues, a software design with an organized structure of modules will not only help developers in designing their software but also benefit them in maintaining their applications. Furthermore, such a repository of modules can ultimately benefit the application to be more conveniently extensible over time.

3. Architecture

This section first describes the overall structure of the Node.js architecture, libraries, modules, and functions that make up a typical Node.js application. We then present HealthNode design that uses a top-down approach and the divide-and-conquer strategy, which are both the essence of any software development.
3.2. HealthNode. We now detail two software design processes that make up HealthNode. The top-down approach helps developers to couple and decouple modules while the divide-and-conquer approach guides developers to divide the task into simpler modules while enabling multiple module developments concurrently. We use the top-down approach first and then the divide-and-conquer approach in the latter step so that the roles between the modules are first defined before tasks are assigned to each of the roles. Although both of these techniques are commonly used in other types of web and application developments, to the best of our knowledge, there has not been a foundational software design that supports Node.js implementation structure.

3.2.1. Top-Down Approach. The top-down and bottom-up approaches play a key role in software development. The top-down approach is a standard inheritance pattern which decomposes a system to gain insight into subsystems. Each subsystem is then refined in yet greater detail in many additional subsystem levels until the entire specification is reduced to base elements. This process continues until the lowest level of the system in the top-down hierarchy is achieved. In a bottom-up approach, the base elements of the system are first specified. These elements are then linked together to form larger subsystems until a complete top-level system is constructed. Using the bottom-up approach may be beneficial for implementing first-level systems for early testing. However, the bottom-up approach is not suited particularly for our software design due to its requirement of permitting space to grow. Since our study focuses on prototyping, which requires a continuous update, it must be easy to add and couple modules. However, the bottom-up strategy does not allow this, and over time, organization and maintenance issues may exist.

In the software design of HealthNode, a hierarchy structure creates a connection between modules that supports data flow. Figure 1 visualizes how HealthNode maps the top-down perspective by starting from the main module and initializing submodules. Each submodule can also have multiple child submodules with external packages. In the main module, a shared component such as a database is initialized, and necessary submodules are coupled.

The top-down approach is effective when the application idea is clear, and the system design is ready prior to implementation. Looking at Figure 1, a top-down design concentrates on designing vertical hierarchy levels and uses couples to connect data flow. The coupling process happens during the period when modules are added. This process finishes when the submodule is ready to be used after testing and connecting to a higher module. In addition, the coupling process can be used for sharing child submodules. In cases when already implemented child submodule is required by other submodules, each of the submodules can couple to preimplemented child submodule to avoid redundancy. During implementation, coupling is used to create a weak connection between modules. In other words, a submodule is allowed to use a child submodule only once during implementation. The decoupling process can be easily done due to the weak connection between all the modules.

The decoupling process supports maintaining and extending the application over time. When a particular submodule expands, in such case as having two different tasks, the submodule needs to be decomposed. To decompose a module, the decoupling process closes the connection between the higher submodules to the current module. This will lead the decoupling process to stop allowing higher modules to use the current submodule. Overall, the coupling and the decoupling process is completed by initializing and removing the connection between modules and submodules.

3.2.2. Divide and Conquer. Divide and conquer is a concept of recursively breaking down a system into two or more subsystems until these become simple enough to be labeled directly. The outputs to the subsystems are then combined to provide an output to the highest system. The divide-and-conquer approach is different than the top-down approach in a sense that the top-down approach defines hierarchy levels while the divide-and-conquer method focuses on horizontally dividing a task in each
level to specify a task. The higher the module level is, the
application design uses task characteristics to divide modules.
The lower the module level is, the design concentrates on the
functionality of higher modules’ basic requirements. Moreover,
in HealthNode’s software design, the divide-and-conquer
process also reduces redundancy by dividing a module into
groups of reusable and unique task-oriented functions. Since
one of the functions or middleware functions within the higher
module uses submodules, the divide-and-conquer technique
can be easily applied using one or two lines of code.

4. Implementation

In this section, we present the implementation components
of HealthNode and a step-by-step guideline that instructs
the implementation procedures for developing Node.js
cloud applications using the proposed framework. Figure 2
shows a general application execution flow from users to
clients and then from clients to a server. We focus on the
core components located at the back end of the server and
the communication components that are used between the
clients and the server. Note that we do not look into the
details of the server’s front end, since there are many existing
eamples of front-end frameworks available [13–15].

In HealthNode, the proposed implementation guideline
follows five essential steps:

1. A hierarchy structure is set up between modules.
2. A function is placed on each of the modules to be
   used for computation.
3. A middleware function is added into the function,
   which directly communicates to a client.
4. During the initialization process of the main module,
   database information is configured to be used
   throughout the implementation process.
5. The client prepares the communication procedures
   for testing.

Specifically, we describe the implementation details of
structuring the hierarchy of the back end, operations that
take place in the modules, and the communication process
between the client and the server in detail using the fol-
lowing subsections. We will use code snippets to present
usage implementations for the concepts in HealthNode.

4.1. Hierarchy. In the main module, all of the necessary
libraries required for application development are imported
during the initialization stage. As the sample implementa-
tion on lines 1 to 10 in Listing 1 shows, the Express Library,
along with supporting libraries, is first imported to construct
a hierarchical structure of the application along with en-
abling most of the HTTP utilities. The MongoDB library is
then imported to be used for creating a connection between
the back-end server and the database.

The main module and the submodules are connected
through a coupling process as exemplified on lines 20 and 21
in Listing 1. Commonly required libraries are shared using
parameters during coupling process. The coupling process
allows a client to access the submodule method. Following
the top-down approach, although conventional Node.js
application allows methods in the main module, Health-
Node recommends methods to be exclusively in the sub-
modules to avoid design complexity. Having functions in the
main module can cause documentation and maintenance
issues due to its limited role of initializing the core tasks. In
contrast, submodules can couple to and call functions in the
child submodule as shown on lines 25 to 30 in Listing 1.
When calling functions in the child submodule, parameters
with information can be passed to acquire necessary in-
formation. All modules are coupled with only one or two
lines of code, which allows for a simple decoupling process
for extending the application when needed. This procedure
is the first principle in the divide-and-conquer process.

4.2. Module. As Figure 3 shows, each of the submodules
contains initialization blocks and functions that include
libraries to be used within the current submodule. Note that
each function consists of multiple middleware functions. For
the function to be part of a module, it requires each function
to be exported as illustrated through Listing 2 (lines 1 to 5). A
middleware function is required when a client needs to
communicate to a server. The module containing a function
without middleware functions usually sits as the lowest child
submodule unless it requires assistance from lower level
child submodules. In other words, if the function is only
used for the back-end computation and called by a higher
submodule, the function is accessible by calling the function
name such as “ChildSubModuleFunction” as Listing 2 shows
on lines 17 to 22. The function can further process com-
putation tasks with the data received through a function
parameter. Each submodule requires at least one function
that may only have a computation task or have both
computation task and middleware functions.

4.3. Middleware Functions. As Listing 3 shows, a middle-
ware function can be added to a function. Each middleware
function contains REQUEST and RESPONSE parameters.
REQUEST and RESPONSE is a basic operation and key feature for enabling the communication between the clients and the server. When clients need information, a mobile application or a web browser sends a REQUEST message to the server. A request message is sent in the form of a query string. During the REQUEST message processing, the body of the REQUEST is primarily used. The message is then unpacked by using the "stringfy" API function from the "querystring" library. After unpacking the query, the message is translated into values of an object. Values of an object are used for executing tasks or computation. To execute tasks, middleware functions can also call functions offered through other modules to process back-end computation tasks. In addition to the back-end computation, external executables, such as compiled machine learning algorithms, can also be executed using the "child_process" library as shown on lines 1 to 8 in Listing 4. Additionally, lines 10 to 20 in Listing 4 show an example of using the “SerialPort” library from the NPM, so that the development boards enabled with serial communication can be controlled by the WRITE command and output data. By using “fs” library, an incoming file can be processed and saved to a particular location (cf. lines 26 to 35 in Listing 4).

Each REQUEST from the clients is answered at the server using a RESPONSE. Specifically, RESPONSE has the role of returning messages and is in the form of JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) message. In JSON messages, heterogeneous information can be stored as an object. Within the object, there is a collection of <field name, data> pairs and there can be a single object or an array of objects. These objects can be placed on the JSON message for exchange. Once the JSON message prepares necessary information for the client, information is sent back to the client by using the WRITE function as we present in Listing 5. The uploaded file can be accessed from the client by using the “fs” library shown on lines 41 to 49 in Listing 4.

4.4. Database. To provide or store information, having a database is also essential. We specifically chose to support MongoDB in HealthNode. In contrast to MySQL, MongoDB uses dynamic schemas, which means that records can be created without first defining the structure [16]. In MongoDB, three basic (yet important) operations are INSERT, FIND, and DELETE. To access the database, the "MongoDB" library is initialized in the main module and shared with the submodules. Prior to any database operation, a connection is established by using the CONNECT function along with the URL and port number of the database server. With the established connection, query string information can be inserted, deleted, or used for finding data as we show an example in Listing 6. For updating documents in the database, the documents are replaced by using DELETE and INSERT commands.

4.5. Client. Communicating with the server from a client is also an essential operation. For mobile applications, typically, the communication between the client and the server is accomplished by using a web browser or HTTP library. For a web browser, the client retrieves or sends information by using POST operation with string query. Specifically, the web browser uses JavaScript to embed information in string query and requests POST to the server. After sending REQUEST, a RESPONSE from the server is returned to the client in JSON message format. As presented in Listing 7, the JSON
message is parsed into readable objects and accessed by a client web browser. In a mobile application, specifically for androids, the Apache HTTP library is used to simulate the web browser. The POST operation in mobile applications works similarly as that of the web browser.

4.6. HealthNode API. For designing the API set, we gathered general requirements from a number of previous works on health and home monitoring projects [17, 18] and implemented necessary methods for the HealthNode API. The API uses and extends the Express library which allows developers to add necessary methods by following the conventional Express implementation rules [12]. We include a library for Android mobile and web browser applications to communicate with the HealthNode server applications. Both mobile and web applications API enables sending JSON messages and files by accessing middleware functions on the server. The HealthNode APIs can be installed using the NPM install commands. Starting the server and importing basic libraries such as “MongoDB” and “fs” are already managed by simply importing the API. Other than the previously mentioned libraries, APIs also use the existing “SerialPort” library to communicate with external development boards such as an externally connected Arduino or Raspberry Pi.

4.7. Security. The security of data exchange between a server and a client can be protected using Transport Layer Security (TLS), which is a well-known protocol that provides privacy and data integrity. By following the Express API on TLS, HealthNode can enhance the security during data exchange. Moreover, the privacy of patient health information is password protected. When a developer implements the data exchange process, login function needs to be used prior to requesting data from the server. For example, an Android application or a web browser client can request data from the server after obtaining login approval.

5. Case Study-Based Evaluation

There are various types of cloud-based healthcare applications that can take advantage of HealthNode’s software design and implementation guidelines. Such examples include applications that simply log information to the cloud through the web, exchange medical or healthcare information between mobile devices, or execute physical component actuation through a local network. In general, HealthNode supports the fundamental requirements for developing of cloud applications. These requirements include sending/receiving data, constructing a database to store information, calling external executables for machine learning algorithms, and ensuring space for the application to be expanded.

In this section, we evaluate HealthNode by providing possible application scenarios of how our software design and implementation guideline can be used for different mobile-cloud application development. Note that the case studies benefit from HealthNode due to the framework (1) following intuitive design strategies which help external field members to understand the system design and enhance the medical features of the system, (2) containing a practical
set of medical application-related methods which allows the developer to utilize or alter the given functions to complete cloud-based health application implementation, and (3) allowing these applications to communicate with external sensing systems.

5.1. Case Study: AsthmaGuide. To evaluate HealthNode’s design and framework, we use one of our previous works, AsthmaGuide [17], as a case study. AsthmaGuide is a monitoring system for asthma patients in which a smartphone is used as a hub for collecting indoor and outdoor environmental information and physiological data. Specifically for indoor environments, we use Sensordrone [19] to measure information of the patient’s surroundings such as the temperature, humidity, and air quality. For outdoor environmental data, we use a national database to gather information of air quality, pollen count, and asthma index. Furthermore, we collect physiological data from the patients by collecting their lung sounds using an electronic stethoscope, and present questionnaires that patients fill out manually on an Android application. The data collected over time is then displayed through a cloud web application for both patients and healthcare providers to view.

By utilizing HealthNode, AsthmaGuide first gathers requirements, and consequently, each of the requirements is placed into a designated role level with the top-down approach and assigned a job with the divide-and-conquer approach as shown in Figure 4. The requirements are directly linked with middleware functions in which each requirement is responsible for exchanging data between the client and the server.

Figure 4 also shows the list of 26 middleware functions that are required to implement AsthmaGuide. These middleware

Listing 4: Calling child submodule function, controlling external development board using serial communication, and managing file exchange.

(1) //Execute external program or classifier
(2) var querystring=require( child_process ).executable;
...
(4) app.post( /method , function(req, res){
(5) executable(./execProgram + testFile , function(err, stdout, stderr){
(6) //output is on stdout
(7) }
(8) });
...
(10) //For serialport
(11) var SerialPort=require( serialport );
(12) var Readline=SerialPort.parsers.Readline;
(13) var port=new SerialPort( /dev/ttyUSB0 ,{baudrate: 9600 });
(14) var parser=port.pipe(Readline({delimiter: \r\n }));
(15) //Getting data from external board
(16) parser.on( data , function(data){
(17) console.log(data);
(18) });
(19) //Sending data to external board
(20) port.write( some data );
...
(26) //File upload/download
(27) var fs=require( fs );
...
(30) //File upload:
(31) app.post( /uploads , function(req, res) {
(32) fs.readFile(req.files.fileU.path, function(err, data){
(33) var dirname = /file/dir/location ;
(34) var newPath=dirname + /uploads/ +req.files.fileU.originalname;
(35) fs.writeFile(newPath, data, function (err){
...
(41) //Access file on server:
(42) app.get( /uploads/:file , function(req, res){
(43) file=req.params.file;
(44) console.log( File requested: +file);
(45) var dirname = /file/dir/location ;
(46) var img=fs.readFileSync(dirname + /uploads/ +file);
(47) res.writeHead(200, { Content-Type : image/jpg });
(48) res.end(img, binary );
(49) });
...
functions provide necessary results back to a web browser or a mobile device while accepting incoming data from clients. Each of the middleware functions is mapped to the HealthNode design pattern accordingly to the categorized alphabetic letter. All middleware functions are prebuilt into HealthNode and are accessible by importing the HealthNode library. The library implementation follows the HealthNode design pattern, and a developer can reference the implementation as well as add the middleware functions to enhance their application.

For example, when a patient needs to upload his or her collected indoor and outdoor environmental data as well as physiological data to the server, middleware functions such as “PatientLogin,” “PatientRetrieveZipCode,” “PatientRetrieveCountryCode,” “PatientInsertData,” “FileUploadImageFile,” “FileUploadWaveFile,” “ClassifyLungSound,” and “GeneratePatientAdvice” are used. Note that “ClassifyLungSound” and “GeneratePatientAdvice” are AsthmaGuide application-specific functions. During mobile or web-application implementation, the AsthmaGuide developer calls the needed middleware functions to request and insert data to the server. Besides these simple data upload operations, AsthmaGuide requires far more methods when the system starts interchanging information between a patient and a healthcare provider. Therefore, HealthNode can help reduce the burden of developers by easing the development complexity in the process of implementing and maintaining cloud applications.

5.2. Case Study: Smart Home Automation Framework. Another case study that we apply HealthNode on is a system called the Smart Home Automation Framework (SHAF) [18]. IoT covers a various network of physical objects with actuation and sensing embedded units. Under the hood, the communication between devices is connected through multiple network protocols. One of the domains that take advantage of IoT is home automation. Home automation uses different types of network protocols such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and ZigBee. However, existing home equipment often requires

```
module.exports=function(app, mongoClient,mongoDBuri){
app.post( '/method', function(req, res){
,res.write( Response back );
,res.end();
});
```

```
module.exports=function(app, mongoClient,mongoDBuri){
app.post( '/method', function(req, res){
mongoClient.connect(mongoDBuri, function(err, database){
collection=database.collection( testingCollection );
//Instead of insert other functions(delete, find) works also
collection.insert(postObject, function(err, records){});
});
```

```
<script>
var data_server= http://localhost/methodName ;
var requestInfo={requestInfo: data }; 
var receivedData={receivedInfo: }; 
$(document).ready(function(){
$.post(data_server, requestInfo).done(function(data){
objArr=JSON.parse(data);
if(objArr != ){ 
$.each(objArr, function(key1, obj){
 receivedData.receivedInfo= obj[ receivedInfo ];
});
});
```
network communication-enabled power plugs or devices that hold a unique communication protocol specified by a manufacturer. While these types of equipment typically follow a standard communication capability, each device is limited to communicate only within the same network protocol. The goal of SHAF is to resolve issues that can be raised due to such limitations.

Specifically, SHAF targets to provide and maintain a comfortable and healthy living environment for patients. For example, the surrounding temperature is a critical metric for those who are sensitive to cold or hot temperatures such as people with chronic health conditions, given that extreme (than normal) temperatures can aggravate various symptoms. Figure 5 illustrates an example of SHAF monitoring and actuating the smart home by using the HealthNode framework. We use Raspberry Pi with ZigBee as a smart central server and an Arduino with ZigBee as sensor nodes. For SHAF ZigBee communication, multihop communication is enabled for larger homes. The server accepts incoming JSON queries where a client can request sensor readings or operate an actuation unit. While our current client application is implemented on Android and Windows smartphones, any programming languages that can support JSON message requests can communicate with the smart home’s central server.

SHAF’s server should have the capability of handling requirements or multiple middleware functions such as “AddSensor,” “RemoveSensor,” “RefersehSensorReadings,” “ActuateSensor,” “LearnHomeUsage,” “AutonomusMode,” and “HealthyLivingEnvironmentMode.” Although the quantity of the middleware functions is not large, the use of HealthNode allows for easier software maintenance since it instructs task-specific submodules rather than one large module. During maintenance, the developer couples and decouples the submodule by changing one or two lines of code. Specifically, using HealthNode’s software design, we structure the architecture of SHAF so that it contains three submodules (e.g., patient, caregiver, and sensor manager). Followed by the architecture, multiple middleware functions are implemented. For example, the patient and the caregiver submodules are accessed from the mobile or web browsers by using JSON message requests. When there is a request, one of the middleware function returns the result to the client followed by the database operation. The server also logs up-to-date sensing and actuation values by using the “SerialPort” library and middleware function in the sensor manager submodule. Furthermore, stored data can be used by a child submodule with a machine-learning algorithm for automatic environment configuration based on a user’s preferences.
6. Related Work

Existing Node.js applications are spread across various fields of study including IoT or web [20–25], medical [26, 27], transportation [28], and environmental [29] domains. To develop a well-structured application using Node.js, Frees [30] proposes a way to overcome many challenges in teaching web development by placing Node.js in the computer science curriculum. He presents a semester-long, 14-week course outline to allow students to fully understand the use of Node.js and be able to apply it for web development. Although Node.js is easily compared to standard techniques, Node.js still requires a strong background before it can be used to its full capacity. Understanding Node.js development merely at a surface level will result the application to stay simple and be more prone to mistakes and difficulties in maintaining the application over time. A study by Ojamaa and Dünna [31] stated that mistakes are more common with Node.js applications because programmers lack the extensive experience of writing JavaScript application.

Many attempts have been made to solve this issue. There are existing books [9, 32–38] and online tutorials [39, 40] that go into the depths of using Node.js. Although these sources provide extensive guidelines, there has not been a straightforward software design that allows developers to get a complete picture of the Node.js programming structure for general-purpose application prototype.

7. Conclusion

Healthcare applications are emerging at an exponential rate, and application systems in the remote healthcare application domain are becoming critical sectors in IoT research. As Node.js becomes a well-used essential tool for developing cloud-based applications, we propose HealthNode, which is a general-purpose framework for developing healthcare applications on cloud platforms using Node.js. The principal goals of HealthNode are to provide explicit software design, API, and guidelines to achieve quick and expandable cloud-based healthcare application. We specifically tailor HealthNode for healthcare applications due to a significant potential for addressing many of the challenges of providing accessible, cost-effective, and convenient healthcare. With development support systems such as HealthNode, we envision that the development of mobile-connected application systems will inevitably increase in the healthcare domain.
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